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Butler Public
Power District
We will provide safe, low cost, reliable, excellent electric service to
our customers and be actively involved in the areas we serve.

2021 Irrigation Load Control Numbers
First Control Day - July 21st
(Compared to 2020 - July 6)

Last Control Day - August 27th
(Compared to 2020 - August 27)

10 Different Control Days
(Compared to 2020 - 8 Days)

Longest Control Day - 10hrs 37min
(Compared to 2020 - 7 Hours)

59hrs 10min Total Control Hours for 2021 Season
(Compared to 2020 - 31 Total Control Hours)

Gift of Giving

As we approach the holiday season, please remember the gift of giving
to others. There are some people that would benefit greatly from assistance when it comes to paying their electric bill. Whether that be a
small amount or their entire bill, it will make a difference. If you are
able to and would like to help out a customer, a specific account or a
random act of kindness to an anonymous customer, please call us. We
would be happy to help you give the gift of giving this year.
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Pole Top Rescue

Every September our linemen look forward to the annual Pole Top and Bucket Rescue training that
they will perform. This gives our linemen the opportunity to freshen up on the proper procedures to
rescue a co-worker from a pole or bucket if they are put in this situation out in the field. Our linemen
use a couple different methods to rescue a manikin from the top of a pole. The linemen also practice
the procedures to do a rescue from a bucket truck. The linemen carefully run the controls for the bucket from the truck’s bed, to bring the bucket to a safe position on the ground to rescue their co-worker
from the bucket. It is important to train on all the bucket trucks because they operate a little differently.
Our linemen must be ready for these types of situations and that’s why we have these
types of training for them. If you have any questions
or are interested in becoming a lineman, please contact
General Manager Mark Kirby.

Lineman Pictured Above

Top Left - Austin Zeilinger
Top Middle - Nick Romshek
Top Right - Tyler Havlovic
Bottom Left - Scott Hlavac
Bottom Right - Parker Mastny
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Cooking Habits cause Energy Savings in the Kitchen
Cooking habits, not technology, represent the biggest potential for energy efficiency and savings in the kitchen.
Tests by the U.S. Bureau of Standards have shown that some people use 50 percent more energy than others in
order to cook the same meal. Several strategies can help you save energy using your existing cooking equipment.
▶Use the oven only when cooking large dishes or batches – conventional ovens or ranges are inherently
inefficient because in order to heat up food, they must first heat up about 35 pounds of steel and a large
amount of air; tests indicate that only about 6 percent of the energy output of a typical oven is actually
absorbed by the food.
▶Think small – opt for a smaller appliance, such as a toaster oven or microwave, whenever possible.
▶Bake with ceramic or glass pots and pans – this will allow you to lower the oven temperature by about 25
degrees Fahrenheit.
▶Don’t peek – opening the oven door can lower the internal temperature as much as 25 percent.
▶Don’t cover oven racks with foil – this reduces heat flow and increases cooking time.
▶Make sure your pan covers the coil of your range – if you can see coil peeping out from the sides of your
pan, you need a bigger pan (or a smaller burner).
▶Put a lid on it – cover pans while cooking to prevent heat loss.
▶Plan ahead – defrosting food in a microwave may be convenient but defrosting it at room temperature is
free.
▶In warmer months, try to use a grill to keep the heat outdoors – remember that the less energy wasted in
heating food, the less work your air conditioner will have to do to keep your home cool.
Considering these steps are easy to do and come at no extra cost. Making a habit out of them will save you both
energy in the kitchen and money on your electric bill.
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